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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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impulsador
A person's saying DRIVING : It pushes projects or other people to start and advance commercial, scientific,
technological, artistic, social or any other undertakings.  2 .  Said of an object : It gives kinetic energy for another object
to advance.

impulso biológico
BIOLOGICAL IMPULSE Idea or sudden and spontaneous desire that most human beings experience and that involves
acting moved by some emotion (rage, joy, sadness, anguish) without having mediated a prior deliberation of reason. If
there is no erotic impulse there is no reproduction and life is over.  And if there's no aggression, the gentleman next door
will eat it.  I don't know how you could live without these biological impulses.  .

impunización
UNPUNATION action to declare non-punishable acts constituting a misdemeanor or crime. 

in da ghetto
IN DA GHETTO error by IN DAS GHETTO in German, which means in the ghetto.  The first ghetto of forced seclusion of
the Jews was implemented by the Catholic Church in Venice, taking that name because in Italian borghetto is the most
degrading part of a city, and that means small neighborhood.  The church blamed the Jews for all the plagues and for
eating children at friday religious ceremonies. 

in eternum
IN ETERNUM Orthographic error by AD ETERNUM Latin phrase meaning forever .  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be forever, for skempre

in no time
IN NO TIME slang for IN A SHORT TIME , although it would literally translate to 0 time .  Some synonyms, words, or
similar expressions can be immediately

in progress
IN PROGRESS, which is in development

inactivos
INACTIVE pl .  of INACTIVE that is not active

inafectado
INAFECTED participle of the verb INAFECTAR , which has no effect

inaguantar
INAGUANTAR unbearable, suffer for something in an extreme unbearable way

inambués
INAMBUS spelling error by INAMBÚ , whose plural is INAMBUS , American partridge that pupulates in South American
pastures. 



inambú
INAMBÚ nothura , maculous tinamiforme bird that inhabits Brazil, Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina.  It is
wrongly called partridge because of its resemblance to european partridge. 

inasediable
UNASSAIDABLE unexpensedable, which cannot be besathed

inauguraciones
PLURAL INAUGURATIONS OF INAUGURATION

inbebible
UNBEBABLE ignorance is supine.  There is no combination nb in Spanish.  It is said imberbe, unbeatable, IMBEBIBLE,
embuido, combo, cumbia, cambio.  And if you insist, guest, send, involution

incambiable
INCAMBIABLE That cannot be changed or modified

incel
INCEL Interestingly, another word that I have defined a long time ago and that disappears from the dictionary.  I mention
it here because at the time it had been awarded as the word of the day.  At least Furoya has described what has been
said in a similar way, or better, which is why I will not give myself the job of reiterating almost the same information. 
Female and male incel are classified into 10 categories each, determined by categories of ugliness and lack of
attractiveness, which in one way or another predict the likelihood of abandoning this social class. 

incels
INCELS, plural of INCEL, contraction of English, "involuntary celibates", i.e. "involuntary singles" or "involuntary
celibates".  They call themselves a group of members of a social media subculture who claim to be unable to find a
sexual or romantic partner despite wishing for it.  We call them "singles" or that "it is (s) was the train" , but when they
have passed the usual age to marry, instead here they are young people, usually teenagers.

incidencia colectiva
COLLECTIVE INCIDENT expression to qualify the ecological impact that large companies produce in the environment
and that negatively impact society

incidental
INCIDENTAL appropriate to incidents, related to the incidents or events that are going on. 

incidentales
INCIDENTAL PLURAL INCIDENTALS

inclinación perversa
PERVERSE INCLINATION tendency of the spirit to do something against morality or to harm and do evil to obtain
pleasure. 



inclinación sexual
SEXUAL INCLINATION attraction and self-feeling manifested by a human being, independent of his or her birth sex.  A
person born male can first, feel like a woman in the body of a man or have sexed or bisexual inclinations and, secondly,
feel loving or sexual inclination towards either sex, or be sexed or bisexual as far as their partners are concerned. 
Eventually, so far, 16 possible combinations.  But if we spin thinner and consider, for example, transsexuals as another
category, we already have 32 different sexual inclinations. 

inclusividad
INCLUSIVE inclusive quality , .  Concept that says relation to the full incorporation into the social and work environment
of people with some degree of disability.

inclusivismo
INCLUSIVISM current of thought that promotes inclusion as a systematic way of considering minorities and people with
disabilities in a preferential way

incomex
INCOMEX In Chile : IncomeX Technical Products Importer and Exporter Company .  2 .  Transport company based in
Valparaiso .  In Spain it is an international consulting company.  In Colombia Institute of Foreign Trade.

incompletos
INCOMPLETE , plural of INCOMPLETE That is not complete .  That he's missing a part or a piece.  2 .  It's not finished. 
The apartment is still incomplete.  It has not been completed or completed.   .

inconcurrente
INCONCURRENTE that does not attend; who doesn't get together, who don't participate together

inconvergente
INCONVERGENT that there is no convergence, that never come together

incopelusa
INCOPELUSA glyglyc term invented by Julio Cortázar in chapter 68 of Rayuela.  View INCOPELUSAS .  I entered it in
plural, against the norm, because it is used in replacement of ENTREPIERNAS

incopelusas
INCOPELUSAS word of the giglico language invented by Julio Cortázar in chapter 68 of his novel Rayuela in which he
exhibits : .  .  . every time he tried to row the uncopelled ones, he became en tangled in a grim whining, and had to be
summoned next to the novulo, .  .  .  that we could turn into "every time he tried to lick his crotch, he got engendered in a
whining whisper, and had to rest on orgasm (or get away from the clitoris) 

incopiable
INCOPIABLE That cannot be played back, copy .

incordiosa
INCORDIOUS person or thing that makes you uncomfortable, overwhelmed or annoying to an extreme degree.  2 . It
produces a tumor



incordioso
INCORDIOSO that produces bulging of the skin by the effect of pus that accumulates.  2 .  Figuratively, something that
causes discomfort and harm. 

incubator
INCUBATOR in English and also INKUBATOR , in German 1 .  anglicism and Germanism by INCUBATOR managing
entity of new companies and enterprises, which gives financial, management and technological support to innovative
projects.  2 .  INKUBATOR, festival and annual literary fair in Cleveland, Ohio from July 11 to 25, for writers and readers,
with different daily programs.  3 .  Machine to keep preterm infants alive until they have sufficient development to be
self-valent. 

inculturización
INCULTURIZATION deculturization, go back in the cultural aspect. 

incumbentes
INCUMBENT'S plural INCUMBENTES, from English INCUMBENT, a person who is in possession of a position (public)
of importance and who goes to the re-election or permanence for another period in the post.

indecentes
INDECENTES plural OF INDECENT

indefensos
HELPLESS pl .  of HELPLESS, who is defenseless, without defenses

indeminizatoria
INDEMINIZATORIA f .  indemnifying error

indemnizable
INDEMNIZABLE subject to be rewarded for damage taken.  2 .  Damage that has the option of being compensated. 

indemnizatorio
COMPENSATION FOR or related to compensation: fine for damages. 

indepe
INDEPENDENT or independence INDEPE . 

independiente-udi
INDEPENDENT-UDI In Chile: A parliamentarian who was elected as a member of the Independent Democratic Union
party, but who, having supported the draft withdrawal of 10% of the provisional funds of the AFPs was passed to the
party's Discipline Committee.  Faced with this situation 3 deputies anticipated and resigned the party in July 2020,
becoming independent-UDI. 

independientemente de
INDEPENDENTLY OF , independently, without taking into consideration ( of ) that, regardless of ( of ) that .



independientes
INDEPENDENT plural, which does not depend on third parties

indesmentible
INDESMENTIBLE which is of absolute no-brainer, which cannot be denied. 

indetectabilidad
INDETECTABILITY undetectable quality, which cannot be detected. 

indeterminados
INDETERMINATE PLURALS VIEW INDETERMINATE

indevoción
INDEVOTION lack of devotion

indignado indignada
OUTRAGED TO SEE INDIGNATED

indignos
PLURAL INDIGNOS OF UNDIGNO , See UNWORTHY

indignos
PLURAL INDIGNOS OF UNDIGNO , See UNWORTHY

indios negros
BLACK INDIANS pl .  of INDIO NEGRO a ndígena of black skin, being able to have African or Hindu blood.  But rather it
seems to be an enumeration and not an adjective qualifying the noun, id est, Indians, blacks.  .  . 

indistingible
INDISTINGUISHABLE, and not INDISTINGIBLE, that can not be distinguished

indomstico
Indomstico spam

indrhi
INDRHI in Dominican Republic : Instituto Nacional de Recursos Hidráuulicos

inelásticas
Female INELISTICS, plural of ELASTIC, which is not rigid, which has flexibility.  2 said of a material : that it can be
stretched, expanded and then returned to its original state, in whole or in part.  3 .  Said of an economy or system: that
has conditions of adaptability to circumstances.



inelecta
INELECTA adj f .  of INELECTO , which has not been elected

inelecto
INELECTO sust .  and adj .  Who was not elected or elected : unelected candidate

ineludibles
INESCAPABLE, plural of INELUDIBLE That cannot be avoided : Inescapable commitment

inequitativa
INEQUITABLE f .  of INEQUITABLE, which is not equitable, that there is no fair distribution (of money, work, inheritance,
recognition, etc.  ) 

inequitativo
INEQUITATIVO spanish word for unequitative, from latin IN no, and AEQUIVALENS neutral, impartial. It means unfair,
unjusticed. unequal, unfair, unjustice

inesculento
INESCULENTO of the Portuguese esculento, which is nutritious good to eat it.  The prefix in makes it non-nutritious, bad
to eat. 

inexcrutable
INEXCRUTABLE error by inscrustable that can not be investigated or known

inexcusables
INEXCUSABLE PL .  of INEXCUSABLE that does not admit excuses, that does not deserve forgiveness

inexistentes
NON-EXISTENTS plural of INEXISTENT , which does not exist . 

infamias
INFAMIAS plural of INFAMIA 1queality of infamous 2 .  Evil and vile action

infant
INFANT French word for child .  infant

infectólogo
PROFESSIONAL INFECTOLGO specialized in pathogenic infections .

infelíz
UNHAPPY Formally, person who is suffering, figuratively, is an insult to indicate that she is a bad person : That unhappy
one beat her often.



infinity lounge
INFINITY LOUNGE chain of resurgents and recreation grounds around the world

infinity pool
INFINITY POOL Why does the dictionary lose definitions? Reitero, anglilicism by INFINITY POOL, as it is called a
swimming pool, one of whose sides has no visible wall, which gives the feeling that the water meets the sky or with the
sea, depending on the landscape, on the horizon.  The water level exceeds this fourth wall and slides like cataract on
the outside, not visible from the pascina.  Pumps filter and recirculate the water into the pool again. 

inflándole
INFLLEL pronominal form of the gerundio of the verb INFLAR 1 .  Fill a balloon or elastic object with a gas to increase its
volume and give it a spheroidal or ellipsoidal shape.  2 .  Give greater importance (to a person, information or news ) 

inflexibles
INFLEXIBLE pl .  of INFLEXIBLE, which is strict, rigid, without flexibility

infodopamina
INFODOPAMIN Dopamine is a natural and also laboratory neurotransmitter substance that neurons use to
intercommunicado.  Dopamine is often considered to be the cause of pleasurable sensations and relaxation.  The info
prefix is redundant and reinforces the fact that dopamine transmits information from neuron to neuron. 

infoentretenimiento
INFOENTMENT Consists of the presentation of news, information and any kind of story in a way that attracts and keeps
the listener entertained, unlike the hard information where the facts are presented formally without showmanship or
muting.  For example, political infotainment includes the participation of politicians on TV who tell their personal life,
experiences, clashes and arguments between characters with jokes and luxury details.  Trivia presentations, where the
auditorium participates or sends messages to the channel and other similar diversions are part of the infotainment
technique.

información fiscal
TAX INFORMATION information related to the calculation and payment of taxes to the tax for equity and profits. 

infórmela
INF.M. Reflexive verbal form of the verb INFORM Singular third personnel imperative mode .  To account for something,
to put to anyone's knowledge.

infrafinanciar
INFRAFINANCIAR Lending less money than necessary to cover the costs of a project

infraordinario
INFRAORDINARY of Latin below, lower or below, which is below the ordinary, which is less than current

infrarrojos
INFRARED plural INFRARED wave frequency of the electromagnetic spectrum that is before red, the lowest frequency
visible by the human eye, and over microwaves.  IR radiation was discovered by W.  Hershel in 1800, from the study of



solar radiation.  It is limited to red between 760- 780 nm and microwaves between 10. 000 and 15. 000 nm . 

infructyoso
INFRUCTYOSO ERROR by INFRUCTUOSO, which does not yield fruit, without possibility of success, without positive
results.

infundele
INF-NDELE ( and not infundele ) of the verb INFUNDIR , second singular person of the imperative mode .  Give it, put it
in, animal.

ingano
INGANO In Colombia: A member of the Quechua people called inga, who lives in the northern part of Colombia

ingeniero de sistemas
SYSTEMS ENGINEER specialized in computing in the area of operating systems and software oriented to the
administration of the hardware and the optimization of the operation and its connectivity.  It differs from the SYSTEM
ANALYST whoso has the main function is oriented to the design, development and exploitation of applications.  The
code is developed to its specifications by the system programmer

ingeniero técnico ca
TECHNICAL ENGINEER , A Itself is an inconsistency because the title of engineer is of a higher level than that of
technical.  Either you're the one, or you're the other.  You could understand an engineer who is engaged in a very
technical work, but he will not be doing the things for which he prepared himself.  In general, technicians are field people
and engineers are more than planning, developing projects, calculating, but there is no strict barrier.

ingeniosos
INGENIOUS pl .  of INGENIOUS

ingenuidades
NAIVETY plural of NAIVETY condition of gullible , lack of malice , innocence

ingoal
INGOAL in rugby : area that is behind the poles that is between the goal line and the dead ball line.  Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be in goal , in goal

ingornabilidad
UNGORNABILITY error by UNGOVERNABILIDADcuality of ungovernable, which cannot be governed, directed

ingratas
THANKLESS f .  and pl .  of UNGRATEFUL, i.e. not pleasant, but which also means ungrateful

ingredientes secundarios
SECONDARY INGREDIENTS minor components in any dish, stew or mixture. 



inhalante
INHALANT product that is inhaled or person who inhales volatile products usually with the intention of altering their
mental state to obtain pleasure from it or enhance a sexual experience. 

inhalantes
INHALANTS pl .  of INHALANT

inharinare
ENHARINAR ( and not INHARINARE ) verbal form of the verb enharinar tiempo futuro , first person , singular .  Batter
with flour.  2 .  Stain with flour

inhibridar
INHIBRIDAR HIBRIDAR , produce hybrids artificially

inicialista
INITIALIST in baseball; location of first base (which is sometimes called initial ) Person defending first base

inicio de actividades
ACTIVIDASES HOME In Chile : Management that is done before the SII (Internal Revenue Service), which grants a
RUT (Single Tax Role) and a turn of activities, and after a verification of address, remains the legal representative
authorized to do the start of activities.

inidentificable
UNIDENTIFICABLE That Can't Be Identified

injerencista
INJERENCISTA Said of a person : who gets into matters of third parties Said of an act : that he is intervening in matters
which (probably) are not responsible for him : Interference attitude

injerencista
INJERENCISTA Said of a person : who gets into matters of third parties Said of an act : that he is intervening in matters
which (probably) are not responsible for him : Interference attitude

injun
INJUN nickname that was used in the United States and Canada to name the native Indians, to differentiate from the
Indians of India, which is where Christopher Columbus thought he had arrived.  Subsequently the term was used only by
children, but not in pejorative character, since the natives are admired by the white population.  Today, depending on the
intonation and phrase can be used in pejorative tone or not.

inmaduros
InMADUROS plural of Immature That is not mature .  2 .  Said of a person or a young person : That he has not reached
his adulthood stage or that he suffers from infantilism.

inmaquillable



IMMAQUILLABLE verbatim, which cannot be made up; figuratively, which cannot be disguised, that you cannot cover up
or hide

inmediatos
Immediate plural immediately plural

inmobilidad
IMMOVILITY (and not IMMOBILITY ) Quality of being motionless, in a still state.

inmóviles
IMMOBILES plural of INMOVIL, which neither moves

inmunidad de rebaño
HERD IMMUNITY .  Concept used by epidemiologists, virologists, infectologists and other specialists to explain the
phenomenon of immudity of a social group in that it achieves a critical mass of vaccinated and immunized.  From a
certain point, say 80% of vaccines no spread of contagion as the virus or bacteria does not find enough means to
maintain the level of infected and the contagion disappears even if there is a rest of the group (herd) that does not have
the Antibodies.

inmunizaciones
Plural Immunization IMMUNIZATIONS .  See Immunization .

inmunodecaimiento
IMMUNODECATION action and effect of loss of body defenses

inmunodepresivo
IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE 1 .  medications that weaken the immune system (such as corticosteroids and chemotherapy).
 2 .  Status of a person suffering from immunosuppression

inmunomodulado
IMMUNOMODULATED that by means of an immunomodulatory element or compound has depressed or increased the
immune level of the patient, in order to obtain better response to a treatment, usually oncological. 

inmunomoduladoa
IMMUNOMODULATED SEE IMMUNOMODULATED AND IMMUNOMODULATORY

inmunomodulador
IMMUNOMODULATOR .  Substance that stimulates or depresses the immune system.  They are introduced
intravenously to patients with cancer, infections or other diseases.  Specific immunomodulators, such as a monoclonal
antibody, cytokines and vaccines, affect specific parts of the immune system. 

inmunosenescencia
IMMUNOSENESCENCE decay and gradual loss of protection provided by a vaccine.  It is particularly noticeable in older
adults for its greater speed.  Eventually it requires more frequent vaccination in these groups. 



inning
INNING anglilicism by entry into a baseball or cricket game.  2 .  Figuratively years, life : he's had a good innings : it has
had a good life; has lived his good years. 

innivación
INNIVATION while a snowfall remains on the ground until it melts. 

innovadores
INNOVATIVE pl from INNOVATIVE

inperante
IMPERANTE (AND NOT INPERANTE , in Spanish there is no conjunction np ) comes from empire means that prevail,
that commands, that is fashionable.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be that it is fashionable,
leading, manda

inquietos
INQUIETOTES pluralS that is not calm, that you are worried or nervous

insegurizar
INGURIZE create a sense of danger, produce fear for lack of security

insensateces
INSENSATECES plural OF INSENSATEZ, nonsense, lesera, something unreasonable.

inseparables
INSEPARABLE plural INSEPARABLE that cannot be separated.  1 Figuratively, friends of the soul; affective or
otherwise very profound relationship 3.  that cannot be separated : inseparable Siamese twins. 

insignifantes
INSIGNIFICANT , plural of INSIGNIFICANT ( and not INSIGNIFANTS ) That has no or very little importance,
significance .  Little relevant.

insignis
Conspicuous INSIGNIS, in Latin.   2 .  2016 Mexican film directed by Jonathan Sarmiento, which is about two boys who
find a skull in the garden of the house and then strange events occur.  3 .  Innovative film studio in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. 

insimilcupitre
INSIMILCUPITRE in Spain: jargon (someone) who lacks initiative or desire, lazy, lazy, lazy. 

insimio
INSIMIO In Spain : contraction of INSIMILCUPITRE, in Spanish jargon : someone who lacks motivation or effort; lazy;
inactive, lazy -Commonly used by Dr. Carvallo



insondada
UNSONDED To Not Have Been Investigated, a; DErived from SONDEAR investigate, use a probe to detect the
presence of elements in liquid or gaseous media, such as the sea or atmosphere.  INSONDABLE is something you can't
poll. 

insondado
UNFATTED Unfatted, which has not been investigated or groped.  Part .  Pas.  of the verb to probe . 

insondeado
UNSONDY INSONDEAR participle, do not investigate

insoportabilidad
UNTIMELY quality of unbearable, which cannot be endured

insoportar
INSOPORT to hate, hate

insostenibilidad
UNSUSTAINABILITY quality of unsustainable , which can not be endured anymore

inspiracional
INSPIRATIONal that produces inspiration, motivator

insta-moment
INSTA-MOMENT the instant you upload a photo to instagram is the instamoment

instagramable
INSTAGRAMABLE that can be uploaded to the Instagram olataforma

instagrameable
INSTAGRAMEABLE which can be installed and presented on the Instagram platform. 

instagramear
INSTAGRAMEAR participate in the instagram app as a user

instagrammeable
INSTAGRAMMEABLE that can be uploaded to Instagram, application and American social network, belonging to
Facebook, with emphasis on photographs and videos.

instagrammer
INSTAGRAMMER member of the Community of Instagram Participants, facebook-owned app and social network.



instant-replay
INSTANT-REPLAY anglicism by immediate reproduction or repetition

instructor:
INSTRUCTOR Person Teaching , Guide

insulino-resistente
INSULINORESISTENT that has resistance to the hormone insulin causing an increase in blood sugar level. 

insustentabilidad
INSUSTENTABILITY inability to make sustainable ( something ).  Inability to ensure that the ecosystem maintains or
improves its environmental status as a product of human exploitation of the ecosystem. 

insustituibles
IRREPLACEABLE pl .  of IRREPLACEABLE , which cannot be replaced.  It can be in a literary or figurative sense. 

integumentado
INTEGUMENTED body or animal organ that lacks protective membrane.  It can also be a lack of scales, feathers, plates
that protect the animal.

integumentario
INTEGUMENTary relating to the INTEGUMENT or INTEGUMENT, natural covering of an organism or organ, whether its
skin, bark, shell, or shell. 

inteligente avispado
INTELIGENTE AVISPADO Inteligente, spanish for bright, smart avispado, spanish for sharp

inteligentes
INTELLIGENT plural INTELLIGENT, which has high intellectual capacity.

intempestuosamente
UNTIMELY untimely, hasty, abrupt

inter alia
INTER ALIA Latin expression meaning among other THINGS

interacción de vendedores
INTERACTION OF SELLERS Commercial, labor, physical or intellectual relationship between persons, in this case of
sellers of goods or intangibles.  It could have been among veedores (designated observers)

interacion de vendeedores
SELLING INTERATION See Seller Interaction



interbloque
DEADLOCK radio or television program space that is inserted between two programmatic blocks. 

interceptor
INTERCEPTOR 1 .  Classic motorcycle from the 60s that has become fashionable in the 20s by launching the
Interceptor 650 and other models by Royal Enfield 2.  Movie that Elsa Pataky and Chris Hemsworth film for Netflix in
2021.  3 .  That crosses the path stopping (another person or object) 

interconectividad
INTERCONNECTIVITY ability to connect in a closed frame, locally or internally. in computing: the ability to connect two
or more communication networks so that users of both have access to databases in an integrated and simultaneous
manner.  The degrees of authorization determine the read and write ability of each user. 

intercoreana
INTERCOREANA between North and South Korea. 

interculturación
INTERCULTURATION culture generated or produced internally, from within a certain group, region or nation

interesados
INTERESTED pl .  of INTERESTED, person who has an interest (in something) 2 .  Person who acts motivated by his
selfishness and malicious interest: He is an interested guy, distrusts

interespiritual
INTERESPIRITUAL of inter- between, in the middle and spiritual, relative or belonging to the spirit : that is within the
spiritual, which forms part of the spiritual.

interés intenso
INTENSE INTEREST You win, from a person or animal, very strong and outstanding [in someone or something]

interétnica
INTERTNICA within the same ethnicity or race; that doesn't involve another ethnicity

interétnico
INTERATNICO own, internal of a given race, which does not involve other ethnicities

interfaz hombre máquina
MACHINE MAN INTERFACE any computer module, robotic, mechanical, electrical, which allows to connect and
transfer elements between a human and a machine systematically. 

interista
INTERISTA spelling error by INTERNISTA, doctor who does not do surgical interventions. 



intermensual
INTERMENSUAL within the month

interminente
FLASHING 1 .  It is interrupted and then re-activated.  2 .  Light of a vehicle that turns on and off at regular intervals to
signal turning or alerting ( hazard ). 

intermodal
INTERMODAL between two modes;  from stations that allow you to move from one type of transport to a different type
of transport, for example from buses to metro or vice versa. 

intermodalidad
INTERMODALITY connectivity between two or more types of complementary services.

internacionales
INTERNATIONAL pl .  of INTERNATIONAL, which extends beyond national borders.  

internacionalición
INTERNATIONALIZATION Expansion of the local or national scope of action at a supranational level .

internalizar
INTERNALIZAR Incorporate a phenomenon into the economy.

internalizarse
INTERNALIZARSE , reflective form of the verb INTERNALIZAR

internet de las cosas
INTERNET OF THINGS Internet network brought to a higher level of interactivity, where all equipment and artifacts can
be interconnected and controlled remotely over the network; Handle refrigerator temperature, turn on or off oven, play,
house lighting, air conditioning, washer, dishwasher, dryer, regulate automatic and water garden, serve food to pets,
send pictures of surveillance system and more. 

interoperable
INTEROPERABLE that can be operated internally, from within.

interoperar
INTEROPERATE ACT BETWEEN TWO AGENTS, INTERACT, INTERACT

interoperar
INTEROPERATE ACT BETWEEN TWO AGENTS, INTERACT, INTERACT

interoperar
INTEROPERATE ACT BETWEEN TWO AGENTS, INTERACT, INTERACT



interorganizacional
INTERORGANIZATIONAL that belongs to or relates to the interior of the organization

interreligiosa
INTERRELIGIOUS among the community of a certain religious creed, or privately between two or more religious creeds.

interreligioso
INTERRELIGIOUS between members of a congregation or between members of two or more religious congregations of
the same or different faiths. 

interrumpibilidad
INTERRUMPIBILITY ability to suspend an event or action . 

interseccional
INTERSECTIONAL between two or more sections

intersector
INTERSECTOR that intersects , that intersects .  Probable error by INTERCEPTOR 1 .  Classic motorcycle from the 60s
that has become fashionable in the 20s by launching the Interceptor 650 and other models for 2.  Movie that Elsa Pataky
and Chris Hemsworth film for Netflix in 2021.  3 .  That crosses the path stopping (another person or object) 4 .  That
intervenes the communications of others

intersexual
INTERSEXUAL 1 .  Person who has attributes of the two sexes.  There are more than 40 different types of male and
female sexual characteristics 2 .  related to intersex. 

intersubjetividad
Inter-internal INTERSUBJECTIVITY, between parts, subjectus, meaning controlled , put down -tivo , suffix indicating a
relationship, which can be active or passive, and the suffix -dad quality of . It is a concept, then, that indicates the quality
of a control relationship or communication between parties or subjects.  In practice it defines the life experience by
transmitting knowledge between people.  In psychology is understood by subjectivity to the communication of affective
or intellectual experience between two or more people.  In sociology it takes a more social character because it is
defined as the quality of the things that happen or communicate in a communication between people.  This theory and
conception was first embodied by the German philosopher Edmund Husserl (monadological theory, 1954) and then by
the Jewish philosopher Max Weber (Verstehen or Understanding, 1978).

intertribal
INTERTRIBAL within the same tribe, or between two tribes

intiligencia
SPAM INTILIGENCE

intipelejo
INTIPELEJO Cyclopes didactylusThe pygmy anthill or silky anthill is a species of anthill.  It measures from 35 to 45 cms.



 It was formerly considered to be the only species in the genus Cyclopes, native to Mexico, Central and South America,
and the family Cyclopedidae to which it belongs. 

intolerar
INTOLERAR antonym of tolerating .  Do not accept . 

intomable
INTOMABLE 1 .  disgusting taste, 2.  you can't drink

intraafricana
INTRAAFRICAN m .  of intra-African

intraafricano
INTRAAFRICANO within African (countries), within Africans. 

intrabloque
INTRABLOCK inner block

intracumular
INTRACUMULATE inside the clusters

intradiario
INTRADIARIO type of stock trading of the highest risk, in which you enter and exit within the same day of opening and
closing the Stock Exchange.  Large profits can be made, but the risks of significant losses are greater.  It reduces
commissions that may have to be paid for the night period.  Intraday trading requires great knowledge and experience
and not being stubborn. 

intradiario - ria
INTRADAY -RIA See INTRADAY

intraemprender
INTRAEMPRENDER make an enterprise or business creation or entrepreneurship, limited to an easy and direct scope
of action. 

intragénero
INTRAGENERO that is managed or related within the genre in question.

intragrupo
INTRAGRUPO internal group, group within a group

intranasal
INTRANASAL inside the nose. 



intransigentes
INTRANSIGENT pl .  of INTRANSIGENT that does not compromise

intransparencia
INTRANSPARENCIA lack of transparency or clarity

intraoracional
INTRAORACIONAL from the Greek INTRA , internal , inside; concerning the inner part of the sentence . 

intrarrotar
INTRARROTAR walk with the tip of the feet inward.  An internally rotating gait can come from the femur, tibia, or feet. 

intrauricular
INTRAAURICULAR inside the cardiac atrium (s). 

intraútero
INTRAOTER IN the inside of the uterus

intriguilis
INTRIGUILIS Spelling Error by UNTR-GULIS .  1 .  Entanglement, hidden or obscure thing of a situation.  2 . 
Overlapping or hidden intent in a person's action.

intruida
INTRUDED phonetic deformation and grammatical error by instructed, feminine OF INSTRUED , 1 .  educated, with
great instruction, education 2.  past participle of the verb INSTRUIR , 1 .  Teach, educate.  2 .  give instructions, orders. 

inubicabilidad
INUBICABILITY quality of not being possible to find; impossibility of being able to find (something or someone). 

inulina
INULINA chemical compound formula C ( 6n ) H ( 10n 2 ) O ( 5n 1 ), which has properties that improve the texture,
softness and stability of various foods, such as dairy and meat, cereals and baked goods, regulate intestinal transit and
improve the production of intestinal bifid bacteria.  2 .  spelling error by INSULIN

inundacin
SPAM FLOOD

inup
INUP, acronym for INSTITUTE OF NANOTECHNOLOGY USER completo PROGRAM or program for users of the
nanotechnology Institute of the India.

inutilizados
PLURAL INUTILIZED INUTILSES That can no longer be used.  Deregistered , left as useless , Damaged, destroyed .



invalidador
INVALIDATOR 1 .  invalidating, leaving null or void something 2.  That causes physical incapacity, leaving a person
invalid

invaluavle
INVALUAVLE Ottographic Error by INVALUABLE

invariantes
INVARIANTS , plural of INVARIANT , which does not undergo changes .

invasión vial
VIAL INVASION in Chile : Mass meddling of cars in the cycles given the high vehicle congestion product of the creation
of them. 

invasiva
INVASIVE, 1 .  In medicine and biology : Procedure involving the breakdown of the skin or the entry of instruments into
the body.  2 .  Disease that spreads to the organs surrounding the focus of infection.  3 .  That invades or has the ability
to do so.

inventores
INVENTORES , plural of INVENTOR DIcho of a person : 1 .  It is dedicated to inventing or creating new products,
artifacts, procedures, etc.  2 . Creator of something new.  3 .  Liar, who invents fantasies or excuses. I'll tell you.

invisibilización
INVISIBILITY action of INVISIBILIZING , pretending that a person or thing does not exist , acting as if it does not exist

invisibilizados
INVISIBILIZED plural of INVISIBILIZED , which has been despised, left aside, not taken into account, considered
non-existent

invisibilizar
INVISIBILIZE ignore, let go inadvertently, be carefree

ipad
IPAD is a small computer, smaller than a laptop, but much larger than a smartphone, which was developed by Apple. 

ipai
IPAI 1 .  indigenous language spoken in the San Diego County region, California 2.  Peruvian Institute of Independent
Auditors .  3 .  International Primary Aluminium Institute Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be iipai,
northern nineteen

ipai-tipai
IPAI-TIPAI Amerindian village that inhabits the California region and that are from the Yumano linguistic trunk.  The word
ipai as the word tipai means man, human being.  They were formerly known as ten-year-olds for living in the San Diego



area of California. 

ipca
IPCA Harmonised consumer price index, a statistical indicator, a common measure of inflation under the European
Community to verify the compliance required by the Maastricht Treaty for entry into monetary union.

ipsufacto
IPSUFACTO spelling error by IPSO FACTO latin, made immediately, IMMEDIATELY

ips´lon
Ipslon spam

ir al baño
GO TO BATHROOM colloquial way to urinate or defecate

ir bien de vientre
GO (WELL) OF LITTLE USED VIENTRE : evacuate (well) the stomach and intestines.  Work, defecate

ir como un pordiosero
GO AS A PORDIOSERO to be ill-dressed, dress untidyly

ir de fiesta
PARTY GO go partying, go out and celebrate, party or just have fun

ir de parranda
GO FROM PARRANDA Parrandear, go farra .  In modern colloquial language: reel, go reel. 

ir recto
GO STRAIGHT go straight go straight, face without ambiguities or detours.  Literally, continue straight: you must go
straight for 4 kilometers and then turn right. 

ir viento en popa
GO WIND IN POPA go very well, that everything is working as expected, or better. 

irán-oil
IRAN-OIL SPAM there are no English accents.  This is an aberration for Iranian oil. 

irradiancia
IRRADIANCE Irradiation .  Luminosity.  Amount of luminous energy emitted by a body.

irreciclable
IRRECICLABLE that a process of recovery of the material or object cannot be performed, which is fully disposable. 



irreflesivamente
IRREFLESIVELY it's like a drunk would pronounce UNTHINKABLY, without thinking

irregistrabilidad
IRREGISTRABILITY inability to be registered

irreproducible
IRREPRODUCIBLE 1 .  Saying of a recording : What is useless 2 .  Saying of a conversation or prayer : What is not
repeatable under the canons of good education and respect.

irritadisimo
IRRITAD (and not IRRITADISIMO ) augmentative of IRRITADO participle of the intransitive verb IRRITARSE Said of a
person : Be extremely angry or angry .  I'm so irritated.  Said of an organ : being irritated, inflamed.

irse a la francesa
GO TO THE FRENCH Expression that means to leave or say goodbye to the French.  This expression was born in
France in the eighteenth century.  In that time the people who form the well-to-do society, take the habit of leaving
meetings without saying goodbye, that is, without saying chao or goodbye.

irse amallado
LEAVE LOVE in Chile : stop playing or betting, leaving with the winnings (in the mesh or pocket) without giving
opponents a chance to recover. 

irse de caldo
LEAVE CALDO In Ecuador : Expression that means to talk more about the account, be indiscreet.  In Chile it is said to
go in tongue Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to go of tongue, be indiscreet

irse de kengua
LEAVING KENGUA Typing error The expression, obviously is LEAVING LANGUAGE Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be indiscreet, talk about more, be copuchent , confess

irse de lengua
LANGUAGE LEAVING Reveal information that should have been kept secret, be delangurated, be indiscreet.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be talking too much, telling secrets, being indiscreet

irse de quaker
GO FROM QUAKER In Ecuador to keep the desire, flirt with a woman but not get to the desired point.  2 .  Go on your
tongue, go out of broth, open your mouth.  Confess.  3 : Counting things from third parties, peeling Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions may be going on tongue, confessing, opening the tarasca , snout

isapre
ISAPRE in Chile : Institute of Planned Health, private insurance agencies to which workers can join and quote monthly. 
For the levels of remuneration and the costs of health insurance, 85% of workers are listed, however, in the public
system FONASA, National Health Fund. 



isapres
ISAPRES plural of ISAPRE , In Chile , Institution of SAlud PREvisional , private health entity that under contract grants
health insurance to its affiliates and provides health care services in case of partnership or control.

ishir
ISHIR in Argentina: acronym for Regional Socio-Historical Research ISHIR is a space for research and transfer of
scientific knowledge in the field of social sciences. 

isla de calor
HEAT ISLAND high temperature concentration in an urban area.  Night photothermalography shows how highly built
apples radiate heat like a sun, at night

ismos
-ISMO Suffix that forms nouns from terms describing philosophical currents or schools, policies, doctrines, systems or
movements.  Also types of diseases.  For example socialism, Catholicism, illiteracy, Francoism, Hinduism, autism,
occultism, aphorism, idiom, mutism, realism, astigmatism.

isocolon
ISOCOLON series of phrases of similar size and structure.  The most classic phrase is Veni , vidi , vinci , ( I came , vi , I
won ) said by Julius Caesar. 

isoinjerto
ISOINJERTO organ transplantation performed among isogenic individuals (genetically identical) 

isque
ISQUE suspension of blood supply at a given point in the body, generating lack of oxygenation and assistance of
cellular nutrients, with consequences that can lead to the death of tissue, organ or the person or being alive.  . 
Thrombus

isquemia coronaria
CORONARY ISCHEMIA reduction of the section of the artery that gives blood flow to the heart, with possible very
serious consequences, such as cardiac arrest and death.  It resolves with coronary stents. 

isquite
ISQUITE or best ESQUITE in Mexico: word from the nahuátl izquitl, which means to toast.   Esquites are a very popular
Mexican snack throughout the country, especially in the downtown area, made with corn grain (tender corn).  It basically
consists of elote boiled with salt and epazote, but which has several variants depending on the region. 

israelismo
ISRAELISM Doctrine or policy favorable to the state of Israel

israelopalestina
ISRAELOPALESTINA contraction of Israel or Palestine .  There's no point in introducing this term into the dictionary



israelopalestino
ISRAELOPALESTINO 1 .  A person who is Palestinian and resides in Israel or vice versa.  2 .  Person of Israeli father
and Palestinian mother or vice versa.  3 .  Some kind of Palestinian and Israeli alliance or interaction, such as cultural,
social, political or warlike

istg
ISTG is the acronym for I Swear To God, id est, Swear by God, or I swear by God.

it
IT that: Do it, do it.  2 .  Acronyms for Technological Information, Technological Research, Telecommunications
Engineering, but, more commonly, it is the meaning in English, Information Technology.  3 .  2017 supernatural horror
film, starring a clown who, after 27 years, returns to his village to terrorize members of the Losers Club. 

itabo
ITABO 1 . Industrial park located in La Costa , Low Haina, Santo Domingo . 2 .  Electric power company whose 50% is
controlled by the North American AES.

italo-americano
ITALOAMERICAN 1 .  Person of Italian father and American mother, or vice versa 2 .  Person who was born in Italy and
resides in the United States, or vice versa 3 institution that has links with Italy and the United States

italoargentino
ITALOARGENTINO 1 .  Person of Italian father and Argentine mother or vice versa 2 .  Person born in Italy and resident
in Argentina, or vice versa.  2 .  Institution linking Italy to Argentina

itiberario
ITIBERARIO The right word is Itinerary View Itinerary

iug
IUG Stands for Three Universities 1.  Palestinian University Islamic University of Gaza 2.  Swiss University International
University in Geneva 3, Iternational University of Germany 4.  It is the acronym for Internet Users Group 5.  In English it
is used in medicine as Intra-uterine Growth .  in medicine for newborns is used and ltérmino iug but also iugr is common
the acronym iug for groups of users such as international, inonovative, internet user' , s group

ius respondendi
IUS RESPONDENDI from the Latin ius right and respond answer, answer; in Roman law, it was the authority delegated
by the emperor to prominent jurists to answer legal questions.  It means with the personal authority of the emperor or
prince

ivermectina
IVERMECTINA is a drug of recognized efficacy to fight malaria.  Research is done with silicone implants with ivermectin,
a drug widely used in the tropic for the control of different parasitic diseases.  Following the atomrian research
coronavirus pandemic, they announced that with in vitro tests they have managed to kill the virus within 48 hours.

ivs



IVs 1 .  Hidden values that have the pokemons that we find.  They affect statistical values and have a value that varies
between 0 and 31 .  2 .   in Chile : Vascular Institute of Santiago 3 .  Rear Intravaginal Slingplasty or IVS rear . 

izha bet el
IZHA BET EL BET EL in Hebrew means the house of Him, that is, the house of God, for the Hebrews do not write the
name of God to avoid doing so in vain.  Bethel is the second most named city in the Bible.  And Izha is the name of a
tourist agency that has 3n Bethel activities. 

izmierda
IZMIERDA ironic and derogatory way to refer to the political left

izmierdista
IZMIERDISTA left-wing idea person who propala fallacies with hypocrisy and scattering.  Supporter or belonging to the
left, left-handed contraction of shit. 

izquierdismo
IZQUIERDISM doctrine that advocates equal rights and the total distribution of wealth among all citizens regardless of
their individual contribution. 

izquierdistonto, a
ISZQUIERDISTONTO , A Contraction of leftist and fool , sarcasm to denigrate people who profess admiration for
ideologies such as socialism or communism . 

izquierdizar
IZQUIERDIZAR ideologize by moving people or institutions towards more socialist or communist positions. 

iztac
IZTAC .  Own name corresponding to a Mexican restaurant in Madrid, Spain, located in the Plaza de la República de
Ecuador, 4 .

íddish
DDISH Language kind of dialect derived from German, Hebrew, French and, to a lesser extent, other European
languages, which was used throughout Europe, especially for trading in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 

ínsitas
INSITAS f .  and pl .  of intrinsic INSITO, proper and natural of something and as born of it

ínsulas
Plural INsulaS Island .  Portion of land surrounded by water.  2 .  Part of the mammalian brain, located on the lateral
surface, within the lateral groove, also called Silvio's cisura, as a fifth lobe that separates the temporal cortex from the
lower parietal cortex.

jachona
JACHONA , female OF JACHON In Honduras Said of a person : That has large teeth .



jachón
JACHON , A Derogatory, IN Honduras, person who has very large tooth palettes.

jacinto de agua
WATER JACINTO Ceichhornia crassipes aquatic plant of difficult inflorescence.  It produces a violet spike, similar to the
earth hyacinth and once it is managed to make it bloom it is very decorative in a garden fountain.  It requires having the
root on the ground so it is placed in pots before submerging it. 

jactaba
preterit imperfect of the verb boast, boast, being arrogant, cocky or pretentious

jadehollante
JADEHOLLANTE relative to or belonging to JADE HOLLAND, a British fashion designer who in 2018 married Julian
Dunkerton the co-founder of Superdry, a £100 million annual company.  Jane's mother was a prestigious designer, who
made costumes for Elton John.

jaina
JAINA Original English honey, honey or mine.  In Mexico she's the bride.  In El Salvador Mujer who is owned by a man
2.  Blizzard's WARCRAFT video game is the most powerful sorceress on the planet

jaipo
JAIPO in Mexico and the United States: anglilicism derived from hypodermic needle used to refer to injecting drug
addicts. 

jairanha
JAIRANHA Contraction of the names Jair and Ana .  See JAIRANHA

jairanha
JAIRANHA Contraction of the names Jair and Ana .  See JAIRANHA

jaíno
JAINO, an anglilicism derived from HONEY, honey, but which is figuratively used as "my love" in Mexico : young, boy,
boyfriend.  2 .  Nasculin name derived from Jain, Hindu origin. 

jala bolas
JALA BALLS A sucker, flattering person to get better profits than the rest.

jam session
JAM SESSION contraction of JAZZ MEETING, informal meeting of musicians to perform music not written or
pre-rehearsed with the sole intention of enjoying and entertaining. 

jamas va a regresar
NEVER WILL RETURN (and you will never return) that we will not see you again, you will not return to the place where
we are.  Figuratively, he's dead.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be dead, will not return, will not



return, died

jamonear
JAMONEAR 1 .  Ardently kissing a person.  2 .  Looking at another person with a sexual appetite.  3 .  Turning a meat
into ham

jangueo
JANGUEO in Puerto Rico and the North American Puerto Rican community: Spanglish derived from HANG OUT,
CARRETEAR, out among young friends

japiro la erea
JAPIRO LA EREA in Paraguay : Guarani expression to send change to a local man.  It means peeling your penis
(somewhere else) 

japonería
JAPONERY art or works produced in the Western world from the direct transfer of concepts of Japanese art, especially
those made by French artists, translation of Japanese in French, a word first used in L'Art francais, in 1872.  Today it is
widespread to influence any culture. 

japonizacion
JAPAN SPAM

japonización
JAPANIZATION conversion to Japanese .  2 .  Acquisition of habits and customs, such as Japanese way of speaking

japonizar
JAPANIZE 1 .  Nationalize as Japanese Acquire the nationality of Japan 2 .  Acquire them cosrumbres of the Japanese. 
Resemble Japanese. 

jarabe
JARABE 1 .  Very sweet drink 2 .  Expectorant remedy, liquid, to combat phlegm and carraspera or cough (tusiferous). 
3 .  Figuratively, allegory paw represent something as a remedy to a problem.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be social political remedy, social palliative

jarabe democrático
DEMOCRATIC JARABE Expression that constitutes a literary or rhetorical figure, specifically a figure of thought of
meaning.  Depending on the context, it could be a metaphor or a hypotalage because the syrup is being given an
attribute that it does not have and that corresponds to a political system.  Here the syrup is used, a remedy, and applies
to the democratic term.  It is intended to say that democracy is offered as a remedy to heal (various, some) evils that
afflict a given society.

jarabugo
JARABUGO in Spain : fish endemic to the Guadiana River basin, in the Iberian Peninsula.  Cypry fish less than 10 cms. 
It usually has a sideline, unlike the other cyprids.  Do not confuse with JARAMUGO, which is a fry or breeding of any
species of fish. 



jaranas
JARANAS plural of JARANA, bustling party, jolgorio

jardel
JARDEL Mario Jardel Almeyda former Brazilian player famous for his head goals. 

jarillla
JARILLA Larrea nitida Chilean medicinal plant for external and internal use that silk from the Coquimbo region to the
south, to the Metropolitan Region.  Externally, their cooked leaves are used to wash sores and wounds.  Internally for
various conditions. It is hemenágoga, balsamic, infringing and exciting. Heals stomach conditions.

jarioso
JARIOSO that has or produces heat 2 .  Colloquially, it has an exacerbated sexual impulse, which is hot

jarraga
JARRAGA indigenous organization that develops and provides education based on Culture and place.  It provides
seminars geared toward these purposes and experiences that honor indigenous cultures, their relationship to the land,
and their history.   . Jagarra offers advisory services, training in cultural orientation and consulting, to companies,
communal sectors such as NGOs, health, youth and family service. 

jasídica
JASDIC , A concerning hasidism or Jewish doctrine proposed by ben Eliezer which constitutes an Orthodox way of life
and a mystical form of Judaism based on postulates such as that God is omnipresent and ubiquitous and that man can
communicate with Him. 

jasídico
HASDIC concerning Jewish orthodoxy : Hasidic tales . 

jaspe ópalo
JASPE OPAL applies to the dark or red jasper variety of opal. 

jaucham
JAUCHAM French real estate civil society located in the commune of La Grand Croix, in the Loire region, created in
2012 with a capital of 1. 000 . 000? .  His name is the contraction of the surname of co-managers JAUbert and
Anne-Marie CHAMouton

jaulas
Plural cages of JAULA Lattice enclosure where animals are kept in captivity.  2 .  Colloquially, prison.

jayden
Jaiden spelling error by Nicky Hayden, competitor at the Motocross GP World Cup from 2003 to 2016, when he was hit
dead at a street crossing.  2 .  Hayden city in Ohio, USA.  3 .  Spelling error by Franz Joseph HAYDN Austrian composer
of the classical period, father of symphony and string quartet.  . 



jazmín de paraguay
JASMINE OF PARAGUAY Brunfelsia pauciflora National flower of Paraguay, is a species native to the Paraguayan
forest, cultivated for its flowers.  Perennial plant with white and lilac flowers, scented. 

jefe de local
LOCAL JEFE person in charge of a store, usually part of a chain of stores.  Sometimes it can be the chief administrative
officer or the head of sales, separate positions depending on the structure and size of the company. 

jeffersoniana
JEFFERSONIAN female JEFFERSONIAN relating to or belonging to Thomas Jefferson, third president of the United
States, ( 1801-1809) 

jeffersoniano
JEFFERSONIANO relative to or belonging to former President of the United States Thomas Jefferson

jerarquías
HIERARCHIES , plural of JERARQUIA 1 .  Range, level, or category .  2 .  Quality of some product Chinese Rios was a
world-class tennis player, perhaps the most talented in history.  3 .  Set of high authorities of an organization: the
ecclesiastical hierarchy is questioned by the civil world.

jerde
JERDE surnamed the architect Jon Jerde who died in 2015 founder of The Jerde Partnership, an architecture, design
and planning firm in Los Angeles, California. 

jeró
JERÓ apocope of Jerome

jesuitas
JESUITA plural of JESUITA Religious belonging to the Society of Jesus

jetsel
JETSEL anglilicism, spelling error or phonetic deformation of JETSET

jetset
JETSET and also JET SET anglilicism by international upper class, comes from JET, private or war plane powered by
turbines based on blades, a term that appeared when commercial aircraft were still propeller and jet was something very
exclusive, and SET, set.  So JET SET is the group of those who have private jets or an equivalent purchasing power
and class of life.  He got used to calling personalities from jetset, i.e. the rich and famous: film artists, great musicians
and singers, golf stars, football, tennis, basketball, formula 1 and young and famous executives and entrepreneurs. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be rich and famous, celebrities

jicoro
JICORO tree of Mexico and Central America.  More properly, 5 meters high, it produces the fruit called J-CARA or g'ira
that is used to make vessels, yellow flowers and elastic wood with which peasant tools are made, among them yokes
and plows. 



jilguero europeo
EUROPEAN GOLDFINCH carduelis carduelis Cardelina , ? passerine bird of the fringilid family.  The northern most
northern populations are seen in Scandinavia and Russia.  It is common in the Western Palearctic, both in Europe and
in North Africa and part of Western Asia.  Partial migrating species .  Not to be confused with the cardinal, who lives in
central and North America. 

jincharse
JINCHARSE spelling error for HINCHARSE

jipe
JIPE today in rarámuri

jipioso
JIPIOSO derogatory hippiento, of hippie customs, young people who rejected the established social order and wars, and
fostered free love and marijuana use.  They used as a symbol a circle inside which a diameter was drawn supported on
two legs, forming a tripod. 

jiposa
JIPOSO , A in Colombia : with characteristics typical of straw or jipa.  2 Hyposo, which has hiccups for a long time Do
not confuse with jipious, which has hippie features. 

jirce
JIRCE player pseudonym of the video game League of Legends SI is spelling error and is searched for a sorceress who
lived on the island of Eea.  Daughter of pre-Olympic Titan Helios and the Oceánice Perceis.

jitomates
JITOMATES in Mexico: JITOMATE plural, tomato

jícaro
J'CARO Tree of the bignoniaceae family that produces a green fruit similar to tomato, so it is popularly known as
tecomate.  In Honduras they call him huacal.  The fruit has a hard bark that allows craftsmanship, such as bowls and
wells.  .  It is found from Mexico to Brazil.

joanismo
JOANISM worship to the gospel of St. John the Apostle, which manifests a duality between the spiritual world and the
physical or material world. 

jocoyo
JOCOYO 1 .  In Mexico: dry plant stems used in Mexico to coat roofs.  2 .  website created by Joselh Smith to deal with
historical topics of his city, JOHnston COunty.  3 .  Facebook user registered under this pseudonym

jocoyos
JOCOYOS in Mexico, plural of JOCOYO mat to cover roof



joder
JODER spanish for TO FUCK 2. To bother someone

joder la vida
JODER LIFE Upset insistently, get out of the way.  Unpleasantly annoyed, Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be grinding the chicks, crushing the timpani, rejodering life

joie de vivre
JOIE DE VIVRE Galicism, textually, JOY OF LIVING, expression for love for life.  2 .  Book by Emile Zola. 

join
JOIN join , in English .  Imperative of the verb to join

join venture
JOIN VENTURE spelling error by JOINT VENTURE English expression meaning united in adventure Some synonyms,
words or similar expressions can be united in entrepreneurship, joint business

joint venture
JOINT VENTURE anglilicism meaning JOINT ADVENTURE .  It consists of a business venture based on the
complementation of efforts of two or more different and independent companies or individuals. 

jolgorios
JOLGORIOS plural by JOLGORIO

jolgórica
JOLGÓRICA relative to the revelry, fun, entertaining

jonbar
JONBAR point of division of a UCRONÍA, called PUNTO JONBAR

jonquil
JONQUIL Yellowish plant originating in Europe and the Mediterranean basin.  are numerous bulbous species.  Its name
comes from its scientific name narcissus jonquilla

joreando
JOREANDO , gerundio of the verb JOREAR .  Pray, ventilate.  From Zaragoza, Spain are the terms 'jorear', 'somarda',
'chandrío', 'burning', 'catching a carrycot', 'esbafar', 'zarrio', 'laminero', 'ababol' , 'rasmia', 'alberge' , 'garrampa' , and
'mode' 'embolicar' , 'jauto' , 'caparra' , 'sbar' , 'tozolon' , 'balde' , ' squat' , 'refitolize', 'capuzar', 'a corderetas', 'panizo'
which are difficult to translate.  The same with expressions like 'I come with the chipy maripis' or the most typical 'Go of
your own'.

joróbate
JORÓBATE Jódete, go fry monkeys to the other side, sneer, go to the ridge.



jote
JOTE in Chile : colloquially , man who hunts for women for the sole purpose of having sex

jovani
JOVANI Fashion House of the New York Wardrobe District, founded in 1980 by Jacob Maslavi and his sons.  He
focused on degrees and evening attire.  2 .  Proper name , deformation of the Italian Giovanni . 

joven muchacho
YOUNG BOY is not normally an expression but an error caused by the application by not separating these synonyms of
CHAVAL , ZAGAL , ADOLESCENT

jóvenes
YOUNG plural young

jpd
JPD 1 .  Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry 2 .  medical equipment brand, such as JPD pulse oximeter and JPD fetal beat
detector

juacu
JUACU in Spain : rustic construction house, but restored preserving all the old, with all amenities. Juacu is located in
Llanes, Asturias.  2 .  Nickname sometimes given to those named Joaquin. 

juanchy
JUANCHY and also JUANCHI names and sometimes diminutive of Juan or Juana

judeo-cristiana
JUDEO-CRISTIANA which has jewish and Christian

judeo-cristiano
JUDEO-CHRISTIAN Judeo-Christian, which combines the Jewish and Christian

judias azas secas
DRY JEWS.  THE ALUBIAS are called DRY JUDIAS.  Legume in a cornered manner.  It's been over 7. 000 years that
are grown, there are hundreds of varieties and they are consumed all over the world since they have many properties
that make them a great food.  In Chile they are called beans, to differentiate them from green beans (or peas, beans).  . 
Pooon beans are a typical dish of peasant cuisine in south-central Chile; are beans cooked with mazamorra or
alternatively pilco, onion, shoe, tomato and garlic.  It is usually accompanied by Chilean salad (tomatoes and onions cut
with yarn) and pebre.

judío-marroquí
JEWISH-MARROQUÍ native to Morocco of Jewish religion

juego manipulativo
MANIPULATIVE GAME maneuvers or series of acts leading to direct the thought and action of others to perform acts in



coercive form and without full freedom, for the benefit of the person who handles or handles them.

juego multiplataforma
CROSS-PLATFORM GAME digital video game that can be downloaded on different platforms and is synchronized with
other platforms so that there is intelligibility between them and players, for example, cell phone, tablet and PC have
different and dedicated versions that understand each other

juego terminado
GAME FINISHED game translation message that a video game sometimes sends to the player to verify that the game
was completed or that they ran out of lives or time to continue.  It is similar to The End that was always placed at the end
of silent films and that continued to be used for a while in the spoken films.

juegos arrogantes
ARROGANT GAMES locution derived from then-former Vice President Joe Biden's speech in January 2020, which
argued that Silicon Valley video game developers were "ragged" and "arrogant."  You may have created it by parodying
Arrogant Wizard a repository site of ideas from various video game developers. 

juegos arrogantes
ARROGANT GAMES speech derived from then-vice president Joe Biden's speech in January 2020, which argued that
video game developers were "weird" and "arrogant"

juetera
JUETERA in Colombia: punishment

juez o jueza
JUDGE OR JUDGE Used in m .  and f.  1.  Lawyer with authority to judge and sentence and 2.  Person authorized to
judge in a given subject matter.  The judge form is used only in aception 1.  The case of Judge, supreme chief of the
Jewish people, from the time he settled in Palestine to the beginning of the monarchy, is used only in m.  , since there
was no woman in office.

jugabilidad
PLAYABILITY Slack 1 .  Mobility capacity of an event 2.  Slack in a Pert mesh of an activity 3.  Risk capacity, for
example, in economic decisions.  Space for strategic decision making.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be choices, slack

jugador vistoso
PLAYER SEEN Player who stands out for his virtuosity with the ball, making, for example, pots, dribblings, autopases,
globitos, rabonas and great assists.  Player who looks individually on a team. 

jugar con un ojo puesto
PLAY WITH AN EYE ON (on something) play (to something) keeping the attention, without neglecting, something or
someone

jugar la caña
PLAY THE CAÑA run reeds, Popular game in Spain between the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries that was performed,



usually by nobles, in the main squares and consisting of riding horses with reeds and shields, and then forming rows of
combat that attacked each other.  The escapes had to be carried out in circles or semicircles and then resume the
formation. 

juguete hot
Hot HOT TOY , hot in English Sex toy

julgo
JULGO of the Portuguese first person of the present julgar's indicative, JUZGAR , consider

juntapapeles
JUNTAPAPELES in Uruguay: a person who collects papers, cardboard, cardboard and the like in order to sell them for
recycling.  In Chile : cartonero

junteo
JUNTEO process of splicing one ceramic floor or wall with another so that they are sealed together.  Low quality
ceramics are not well rectified and require more reed or bottling material. 

juventina
JUVENTINA relative or belonging to Juventus, football club of the Italian first division, also nicknamed the Juve. 

juventino
JUVENTINO 1 .  Juventus Football Club in Turin, Italy.  2 .  amateur of that club. 

júngaro
NGARO phonetic deformation by Hungarian, a word possibly originating from ancient Turkish ONOGUR which means
ten dates, alluding to ten tribes.  The meaning was man or people and Hungarian would be a person of the same people
or tribe. 

júramelo
JÚRAMELO reflective form of the second unique person of the imperative mode of the verb JURAR

k&#39;iche
K'ICHE language part of the Group of Quichean languages, in turn part of the Mayan language family.  The regulation is
led by the Academy of Mayan Languages dd Guatemala. 

k-beauty
K-BEAUTY in English K by Korean and Beauty, Korean brand beauty of beauty products. 

kalanchoe
KAKANCHOE genus of plants with about 125 species? of the family of crassulaceae, native to the Old World.   Some
have been introduced to the New World and grow in the wild.  They are used in the treatment of tumors, abscesses,
inflammations, hypertension, mental, kidney and liver problems. 



kaleborroka
KALE BORROKA (and not kaleborroka) of Basque or Basque kale, street and borroka, fight is commonly used to refer
to acts of street violence.  2 .  Hairstyle used by the irreducible Basques and other groups batasuno, the mullet, cut up
and on the sides and long back, popular in the 80s. 

kallós
KALLS Romanian proper name, Hungarian derived from Greek, which means beautiful, handsome, noble.  It also
exuses in its feminine form, in Spanish CALA. 

kalo
KALO app that allows content developers to get agress for it.  Also the viewers receive a payment for seeing these
contents. 

kamia
KAMIA error by CAMIA , the palm tree that , supposedly , walks

karajaula
KARAJAULA surname whose presence is on twitter ( @karajaula ), facebook ( eva karajaula ), blogger since 2012 (
karajaula . blogspot . com ) and instragram ( @evakarajaula ).  It has no special meaning. 

karamegua
KARAMEGUA in Paraguay : from the Gararaní karameguá , trunk .  Paraguayan Aboriginal people call the desktop
karameguá, while karamegua'i, or small trunk, is used to designate USB or small portable storage sticks, also known as
pen drives. 

karape
KARAPE in Paraguay : guaraní , low

karategui
KARATEGUI actually KARATE-GI is the kimono or training uniform of athletes who practice karate. 

kardashian
KARDASHIAN surnamed Kimberly Noel, nicknamed Kim, whose prominence increased from 2007, when he premiered
with his family a reality TV show on channel E! called Keeping Up with the Kardashians, involving his sisters and
half-sisters Jenner (Kylie and Kendall).  Bruce Jenner's sex change, which in 2015 ended the process, and although he
no longer vjve with Kris, continues to participate in the Kardashians' shows. 

karely
KARELY The name derives from the Danish Karen who comes from Katarina and means pure lineage.  Other versions
assign it a meaning of pure, chaste.

karolay
KAROLAY female name that went viral by the murder of Karolay Serrano in Guararí de Heredia in Puerto Rico.  Of
Germanic origin, means strong woman. 



kashrut
KASHRUT (right or proper, in Hebrew) is part of the biblical precepts of Leviticus that determines which foods are
kosher, or permitted to Jews and which are forbidden. 

katanga
KATANGA 1 .  One of the 11 Provinces of the DRC, Democratic Republic of the Congo, made famous for the song that
says that in Katanga the target they catch do it mondongo 2.  In Quechua , excrement ( akay ) and also push ( tankay ). 
3 In Argentina : catanga , person in brown color; excrement; old car. 

katari
QATAR Tupac Katarí (1750–1781) was an Aimara warlord the son of a miner in the Potosí mines.  2 .  Relative to Qatar, Middle Eastern country.  3 .  Gentile of the inhabitants of Qatar.  4 .  With C, core 'ngrato called Qatar, Caterina's Neapolitan dialect apocope written in 1911 by Salvatore Cardillo, the only Napilitan song written in America. 

katerim
KATERIM Extreme Deformation of Katherine

katherin
KATHERIN Apocope of Katherina, derived from the Greek Hecate, derived from Katharos, pure, noble range.

katherina
KATHERINA Name that derives from the Greek katharos that means purity and to which is associated philosophical and
spiritual attributes.  It is a Greek variant of the Russian and Bulgarian names EKATHERINA and YEKATHERINA .

katteryn
KATTERYN another way to write Catherine, Katerina or Katherine

kawaii
KAWAII formally, in Japanese is cute, tender.  2 .  Denomine yourself to a colloquial form of language used in whatsup. 

kedlock
KEDLOCK spelling error by WEDLOCK

keikismo
KEIKISMO Ideology and ordinary that supports the daughter of the former President of Peru, Keiko Fujimori. 

kemalista
KEMALIST 1 .  supporter of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, grieho, turkey's first president 2.  Ideology and Westernist doctrine
proposed by that ruler, who accused Islamism and the Ottoman Empire of Turkish arrears. 

kenotico
KENOTIC (and not kenotic ) Modern theological concept in which God strips himself in creation (Kenosis, literally
self-emptying, self-anodicing) taking the status of slave and becoming obedient until death.  The divine presence is
therefore of an epistemological character.



keylogger
Anglicism KEYLOGGER by software or hardware key saver that stores the keystrokes that have been made on a
keyboard ( keyboard ) to send them later record or send them over the network. 

khipu
KHIPU rope or tapes to carry out accounting by knots used by the Incas. 

khoikhoi
KHOIKHOI African Tribe that suffered slavery through the Dutch colonizers, in the S. 17th.  They have a very striking
feature that is the huge size of women's buttocks, which is depicted on the Venus of Hottenton, a very attractive queen,
except that of a huge ass, enslaved by the Dutch, supposedly for this cause.   So take care of having a really big ass,
little girls!

kichwa
Kichwa quichua, one of the Quechua languages spoken by about 800. 000 people, spoken in part of Ecuador, Colombia
and Peru.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be northern quichua, Ecuadorian quichua

kickear
Kicking anglicism derived from KICK (out), kicking, kicking that is used on social networks to designate the expulsion of
a member or participant from some group. 

kikos
KIKOS plural of KIKO, follower of Francisco José Gómez de Argoello and Wirtz, or better known by Kiko Argoello,
creator of the Neocatechumenal Way, Catholic movement known as the Kikos. 

kilo watts hora
KILOWATTS/TIME (and not kilowatt hours) The Watt is the power attached (electrical, magnetic, mechanical, acoustic,
wind) of SI (International System of Measures) equivalent to 1 July/second .  Kilowatt is the equivalent of 1. 000 watts. 
Mw is the equivalent of 1. 000 . 000 watts.  The Kilowatt/Hour is the unit of energy consumption per hour.

kilometrar
KILOMETER Measure distances using known objects .  The lighting poles of the roads are usually separated every 50
meters so that every 20 poles is lilometra a kilometer. 

kimche
KIMCHE person who has Mapuche and foreign knowledge to that culture.

kimono de entrenamiento
KIMONO TRAINING kimono is a Japanese word that comes from KI carry (over shoulders) and MONO, thing.  It is
traditional Japanese clothing and there are for men, women and children.  The training kimono is tighter, tied with a belt,
single color, usually white, and used to practice judo, karate and other martial arts

kinésica
KINÉSICA discipline that studies gestures, attitudes and body movements.  It focuses on body language, except
speech.  For example, running your finger over your nose, winking, hugging, crossing your legs, crumpling your frown,



lowering your head.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be kinesic, kinesia, kinesic

kioscos
Plural kiosk KIOSCOS .  See KIOSCO

kirchnerizar
KIRCHNERIZAR in Argentina : ideologize with the policies of Nestor or Cristina Kirchner. 

kiricocho
KIRICOCHO In Argentina mufa , curse .  The expression is to make a kiricocho, bring bad luck, misery.  This legend is
born of an amateur of Estudiantes de la Plata, who, being friends with a goalkeeper, managed to enter before the
opposing players to the area of chambers and wearing an amulet touched each one's back.  The point is that that year
Estudiantes only lost to Boca Juniors and became champion.

kislev
KISLEV The months of the Hebrew calendar were originally first, second, until twelfth.  NISAN, the first month , (March
or April) was cuandk the Jews manage to free themselves from slavery in Egypt.  He is followed by Iyar, Sivan, Tamuz,
Av, Elul, Tishri, Jeshvan Kislev, Tevet Shevat, Adar.  To square with the solar calendar in some years you add a month
at the end, Adar Sheni.  Kislev is, as the ninth month of the Hebrew calendar and corresponds to November or
December.  2 .  First unit unveiled of warriors in the video game Warhammer.

kite-surf
KITE-SURF see KITESURF and KITESURFER

kiter
KITER anglicism derived from KITE, volantín or comet; in commerce: person who issues a bad check thinking that he
will cover it before it gets cashed.  2 .  person who prays for others 3 .  In urban language: In fight or getaway video
games, player who uses a special rune to increase his protective shield 4.  Athlete who does kitesurfing

kitesurfista
KITESURFISTA depirtist who practices KITESURF, English kite, kite or volantin and surf, board sailing, kiteboarding,
flysurfing or board.  Sportsman who is pulled by 5 lines connected to a kite, two steering and 3 power.  Various
competition modalities are carried out such as races or races, jumps and pirouettes, and surf in waves. 

kiubo
KIUBO deformation of Quiubo which, in turn, originates from the expression What was there? It means Hello! How are
you?

kiwicha
KIWICHA amaeanthus caudatus in Peru : it is a plant native to Peru, amarataceae, leaves, stem and purple, red and
golden flowers.  Amarantos in Greek means alwaysviva, name that receives because the boxes do not wither.  It
reaches up to 3 meters.  height.  It is cultivated in Ecyador, Bolivia and Argentina. 

klim
KLIM 1 .  Prestigious brand of sports equipment for competition in motorcycle, snowmobile and other machines,



particularly helmets, aerodynamic clothing, gloves and other rigging.  2 .  In Chile, healing center in Providencia,
Santiago. 

km 0
KM 0 point from where you start measuring the cartographic distances of a country.  In Santiago is the Plaza de Armas. 
In Uruguay it is Plaza Cafancha.  In Paraguay it is the Altar of the Fatherland in Independence Park.   In Argentina it is a
monolith in Mariano Moreno Square.  In Guatemala it is located in the Palace of Culture, in the historic center of
Guatemala City and consists of a star drawn in the reception hall.  In Madrid is the geographical center of the peninsula,
located about 10 kms.  south of Columbus Square, on Cerro de los Angeles.  Strictly rigour, km.  0 or 0 km.  is a new
vehicle, without plates or patent. 

knock sensor
KNOCK SENSOR anglicism derived from knock, 'gilpear', and sensor, 'sensor, detector'; an electrical device that is
placed on one or each top of the cylinders of a car engine, in the exhaust manifold or in the intake head and that sends
information to the car's computer to optimize the endimiento. 

know how
KNOW HOW anglicism which literally means TO KNOW HOW; practical knowledge . 

koch kahua
KOCH KAHUA is not an expression but two languages. 

kofta kebab
KOFTA KEBAB kebab is a typical Turkish meal.  Kofta kebab is made from minced lamb, veal or combination of meats,
mixed with herbs such as parsley and mint, which are grilled. 

kofte kebab
KOFTA KEBAB (and not kofte kebab) dish of kebab or kofte of Turkish cuisine, consisting of minced lamb, veal or a
mixture of both, with dressings dd herbs such as parsley or nrnta and grilled, as skewer. 

kokatu
KOKATU the term does not have a particular linguistic significance in Spanish .  It is the name of a Mexican company
and its site dedicated to the rental of spaces per hour or per day in 17 categories and in 53 cities in Mexico. 

konny
KONNY is a baby sling, made of antibacterial fabric, ultra-resistant fiber, and ergonomic support for healthy hips, great
safety. 

köpskam
Swedish's K-PSKAM, a shame to buy, which marks the concern for the ecological cost of buying costumes just to be
fashionable. 

krautpop
KRAUTPOP Germanism by POP REPOLLO , musical genre defined by Die Katapult , a Swedish-Spanish ensemble
created in 2014.  They defined their music as Mediterranean krautpop and released their first album Kristall Reinheit or



Crystal Purity, in September 2015. 

kray
KREY in Unglaterra: surname of twin brothers Ronald and Reginald, born in 1933, the main sources of organized crime
in london's East End, at the time of the 50s and 60s. 

kulturboden
KULTURBODEN Germanism of Kultur, culture, and Boden, floor, floor.  Area in which a meaningful culture has
developed.  Cultural floor. 

kurijú
KURIJÚ Eunectes notaeus, Guarani word for green anaconda.  The yellow anaconda or curiyú, which in the Guarani
language is called mbói kurijú, is a species of the Boidae family, native to central South America.  . In Argentina : curiyú .
 The other 2 species of anacondas are the Bolivian and the dark spotted.  It is mostly carnivorous, 

kush
KUSH one of the most popular strains of cannabis.  A dominant Indica for its high THC content, the active substance in
mñarihuana. 

kuzumbo
KUZUMBO spelling error by cusumbo coatí

l
L spam spam

la alegria es un tesoro que vale mas que el or
JOY IS A TREASURE WORTH MORE THAN GOLD.  Euphemism for saying that there is no wealth in the world that
compensates to be happy.

la c dentro de un circulo
THE C WITHIN A CIRCULE The letter C inscribed in a circle is a graphic symbol meaning COPYWRIGHT i.e. there are
copyrights, and that it informs that a mark is patented.  In Spanish we speak of trademark . 

la casa de papel
THE HOUSE OF PAPER Spanish television series that began in May 2017 and that lasted 5 seasons, and that is about
a band that wears very distinctive smiley masks, which plans the theft of the National Mint and Tmbre, thus achieving
the theft of the century. 

la cebada al rabo
(A BURRO MUERTO), THE CEBADA TO THE RABO Refran that tells us not to expect anything after dead or finiquita
something.  He wants to point out that we don't get anything out of trying to work on something that is no longer covered.
 Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be dead king, king put

la clase politica



THE POLITICAL CLASS spelling error by the political class

la concha de la lora
 ( BY )  LA CONCHA DE LA LORA In Chile: expression of extreme displeasure in the face of a surprising and negative
situation. Textually, the vagina of the parrot, but it never makes that sense. 

la concha de la lora
(POR)LA CONCHA DE LA LORA used in Chile vulgar spanish expresion for FOR GODS SAKE. Literally, it means  for
the parrots vagina's sake

la coronela
feminine form of the military rank of Colonel

la crema y nata
THE CREAM AND NATA the best of the best, the most conspicuous Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may
be the believe of the believe me, the best of the best

la edicion digital
DIGITAL EDITION .  Document or book that has been incorporated into the computer system, as opposed to the printed
edition, which is on paper.

la embestida fue rabiosa la defensa desesoerada y el choque horrible
THE ONSLAUGHT WAS RABID, THE DEFENSE DESPERATE, AND THE SHOCK HORRIBLE.  Let's go in parts, THE
EMBESTIDA WAS RABIOSA, qualifies an attack (of an army, a bull, etc.  ) made with great impetus, with a lot of anger,
uncontrollably.  THE DESPERATE DEFENSE, indicates that the attack defended itself as possible, with fewer resources
than necessary to respond adequately to the attack THE HORRIBLE SHOCK indicates that the damage caused by the
cdolsion of the parties was enormous, very important.

la expresion a machete
A MACHETE in Chile : Figuratively, however, with great diligence. 

la hora mas amarga
THE MOST BITTER TIME the moment of greatest sorrow, sadder and more painful. 

la ley
THE LAW Chilean musical ensemble of rock and new wave formed in 1987 by Andrés Bobe. 

la mesa
TABLE 1 .  The governing body of a deliberative group, in particular of the parliament and of each of the political parties,
but also of deliberative and trade union communal organizations.  Exceptionally there are non-deliberative tables, as is
the case of popular elections, where there are decisions but of a minor, administrative nature.  A bureau is usually made
up of a president, a vice-president, a secretary, a treasurer, and members of number, sometimes called members.  2 . 
Translation of the Latin MENSA, institution to which I have the honor of belonging, and which brings together people
with an IQ of 145 or more that corresponds to the smartest 2% of the population of this planet.  3 .  Plateau ,
geographical accident . 



la niña en purepecha
THE CHILD IN PUR-PCHA nanaka sapichu

la palabra cameo
THE WORD CAMEO see CAMEO

la palabra diezmesino
THE TENMESINO WORD born ten months gestation

la palabra peimitiva que corresponde a escolar es
THE WORD PRIMITIVA THAT CORRESPONDS TO SCHOOL The treatment of the origin of words is called etymology
The etymology of schoolchildren is from the Greek SCHOLARIS meaning of the school.  Its components are SHOLA
which means school, lesson and AR ending meaning belonging, relative to, relationship.

la palabra periocidad
THE WORD PERIOCITY See PERIODICITY

la palabra policromatico
THE WORD POLYCROMATIC See POLYCROMATIC .  It has multiple colors.

la palabra sandwich es adaptada
SANDWICH is adapted, English term originated by John Montagu, IV count of Sandwich, who liked to play cards and
not get out of the game table dining room, so it invented to put food into two slices of white bread.  The term became
widespread in Europe and was adopted by the SAR in 1928.  Today it is used in practically all over the world.  Sandwich
was adapted to the Spanish later, still valid the spelling sanduich

la pera
PEAR 1 .  Pear-shaped torture instrument introduced in the Middle Ages to women accused of having had relations with
Satan.  It was introduced into the mouth, anus or vagina and expanded into it, producing numerous wastes.  2 .  Heavy
sneaky ball used by boxers in training.  3 .  Chin 4.  in Chile sticking in the pear means bagging, taking advantage of
someone by making them pay the bill or borrowing and tricking them.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
may be pear of anguish, Venetian pear, vaginal pear

la puta que te parió
THE WHORE WHO GAVE BIRTH TO YOU expression very Argentine, to show indignation and rejection. 

la puta!
The whore! Interjection denoting surprise or rage, outrage.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be
recorcholis! Oh my God! Oh! by the crest of the monkey! Shit!

la raja
LA RAJA AND LA RAJA! colloquially, interjection or exclamation indicating enthusiasm, pleased by something.

la sigla fao



THE ACRONYM FAO see FAO

la tapa de la olla
THE TAPA OF THE OLLA Allegory appoints the one who brakes or controls that a situation is demeathed.

la vela
THE VELA Gymnastic exercise consisting of laying on the floor and raising both legs together until achieving a perfect
right angle with the trunk.  Eventually, lift the body with your hands resting on the ground. 

la yota
YOTA ( ?? )  he was a little boy from an unknown land who belonged to a family with the ability to control the weather,
making a living selling it.  Yota was the best at it.  He was born physically weak and therefore ends up dying.  He
appears in the Naruto anime He was resurrected by Kabuto Yakushi for the Fourth Shinobi World War.  2 .  Russian
brand cell phone manufacturers and owner of a communications transmission company

labajeño, ña
LABAJEÑO , A 1 .  in Mexico : native to El Bajo, central Mexico, better known as abajeño; 2 .  Mexico, relative to El Bajo
3.  in Central and South America: means of the coasts and lowlands. 

laberintectomía
LABERINTECTOMY ablation (removal) of a labyrinth of the ear to eliminate vestibular function, in chronic cases that do
not respond to other treatments, i.e. in cases of invalidating peripheral vestibular symptomatology, such as the vertigo of
Meniere. 

labios
LIPS fleshy outer termination surrounding a body orifice and presenting in opposing pairs.  The human being possesses
an upper and lower pair around the mouth.  The woman has two additional parallel vertical pairs on the outside of the
vagina, called, by their size, labia majora and labia minora. 

labiosfinos
LIPSPHINS contraction or misspelling by FINE LIPS, attribute of feminine beauty.  These are cases where both the
upper and lower lips are thin.  It is often said that these people have a persevering and perfectionist personality, being
therefore, rather introverted and reserved. 

laborales
LABORALES plural de LABORAL , relating to work

laboratorio de ideas
THINK TANK IDEAS LAB

laboriosos
LABORIOSO plural LABORS done with a lot of work

labradas



Female plural LABRADAS of the participle of the verb LABRAR 1 .  Plow the earth 2.  Carve a hard body, such as
diamonds wood or metals. 

laconada
LaCONADA from Latin Lacca containing lacon, a product derived from the front legs of the pig

lactantes
LACTANTES plural LACTANTES Which feeds on formula or bottle.

lactivismo
LACTIVISMO science and doctrine that studies, promotes and facilitates breastfeeding in babies. 

lactobacillus bifidum
LACTOBACILLUS BIFIDUM genus of gram-positive, anaerobic, non-mobile bacteria, often branched appearance.  Its
name is because, mainly, they contribute to digest lactose, typical of dairy products such as milk and cheese.  They are
widely distributed in the intestinal tract of mammals, birds and insects.  ?

laditos
Plural diminutive LADITOS side, side (of something or someone) 

lado b
SIDE B expression originated by the designation of the discographic vinyls that assigned a letter A to the main face or
shot and a letter B to the backup, backslash or withdrawal.  Figuratively, it represents an alternative, a second possibility
or the hidden part or negative part (of a proposal, business, project, etc.  ) 

ladri
LADRI from the Italian, thief when in Rome some boys stole my passport and wallet in the Colosseum, the police that
was a few meters away did nothing but send me to the barracks.  The officer who attended me told me "In Roma siamo
tutti ladri".  The amount of bark and rapine is such that connationals have to buy the report form, to inhibit cases and
statistics. After a lot of Trajín I, as a Chilean, got one for free. 

ladrillón
LADRILLÓN in Argentina: brick a little larger than ordinary bricks.  Generally those of 14, 5x5, 5x26, 5 cms.  used in
construction and masonry to erect foundation walls or fences. 

ladronas
Female LADRONAS, plural of THIEF, person or animal that steals

ladrón de tiendas
SHOP THIEF person who is dedicated to stealing merchandise from stores, multistores and supermarkets. 

lafkenche
LAFKENCHE in mapuche lafken means sea or land of allerces; person of the sea, Araucan who dwells on the coast and
lives from fishing. 



lagarto caspi arary
CASPI ARARY LIZARD in Peru: name given to the Calophyllum brasiliense, commonly called guanandí or calambuco,
tree of the genus Calophyllum, of the family e the Calophyllaceas, typical of the tropical and subtropical perhumid jungle
regions of America and the Caribbean. 

lagarto del desierto
Reptile DESERT LAGARTO .  It is a lizard also called IGUANA DEL DESIERTO/E] .  Its habitat is the deserts of the
United States and Mexico, especially in Sonora and Mojave.  Scientific name is Dipsosaurus dorsalis .  They are
cinnamon with small black spots that help them camouflage.  They endure the heat almost like no other living being,
even man.


